BOOT CAMP
WORKBOOK

GETTING TO KNOW YOUR TEAM

Who Did I Meet?

What Do We Have In Common?

How Can We Connect To Train? Phone Numbers

TRAINING LOGS
Complete Your Training Log Online!
Https://Teamscsdaphne.Com/Online-Candidate-TrainingLog/
How Many Days Do I Train?
What Do I Train?
How Many Classes Per Week Do I Need?
When Do Candidate Classes Start?
Do I Count My Pushups/Crunches/Squats In Class As Part
Of My Training Log?

KICKS

KICKING COMBINATIONS

Front Kicks
Side Kicks
Round House
Hook Kick
Crescent Kick

2 Count Basics
1-2-3 Count Kicking
1-4 Count Kicking
1-6 Count Kicking
1-8 Count Kicking
10 Count Kicking
3 Set Kumites

KATAS & WEAPONS FORMS
Beginner Forms (Tested During PreCheck 1)
Appreciation Form
Dragon Kata
Form One
Intermediate Forms (Tested with Beginner Forms During
PreCheck 2)
Short Two
Short Three
Chuk Form One
Advanced Forms (Tested with All Forms During PreExam)
Bookset
Chuk Form Two
Kama Set
Basic Bo Form
Black Belt Forms (Tested as Sensei Tells Us)
Traditional Bookset
Mass Attacks
Logarshin
American Bo Form

STANCES
Square Horse
Hard Bow
Reverse Hard Bow
Relaxed Stance
Neutral Stance
Fighting Stance
Neutral Posture
Cat Stance

STRIKES
Jab
Cross
Hook
Uppercut
Elbow
Ridge Hand
Knife Hand
Spear Hand

TRICKS

SPARRING

RUNNING

CREATIVE KUMITES
When you are in the Red/High Red Belt Phase you will begin creating a form that you
will use in your Black Belt Spectacular.
This form should be choreographed to include movements from the martial arts that
you can perform with precision, strength and skill. There should be some moments
where the movements are fast (without losing technique) and some where there are
slow movements, as well as pauses. You may also include any Hyper Kicks or Tricks
that enhance your form. Cartwheels and other tricks should be connected to martial
arts techniques that keep the idea of self defense in mind.
Kiais (spirit shouts) should be integrated throughout the form with full kiais on the
“finishing moves.” You do not have to make a noise on each move, but there should
be several kiais during your performance.
Music that you choose (or you can have us find music for you) should be upbeat and
get the crowd interested. Please no vulgarity. Journey does not make good
performance music. As much as you love Led Zeppelin’s Black Dog, it is not a good
creative song. I think you get the idea. Bruno Mars and other dance music with a
beat is good. We often find music we like on Soundcloud. Remixes of music are
great! See Ms. Kyleigh or Mr. Brandon if you need help.
If you would like one of us to evaluate your form, we will be happy to! Our goal is
make you look the best you can for your Black Belt Spectacular. We will offer
advice, suggestions, constructive criticisms and kudos. None if it is meant to demean
you in any way, but we are not here to say, “Good Job” to every thing you do, that
is not how we get better.
When you choreograph your creative form, we recommend you separate it into three
or four sections. That way you can work your sections with attention to detail and
perfect each section. If your creative is 45 seconds long, you may make your sections
about 15 seconds long, not including your introduction. Usually ending the section at
a point where you would pause before going on to the next section. For example: In
my creative, I do several fast hand movements and kicks, an aerial and end with a
chop punch, that is a good spot to finish my section (after the chop punch).

STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES
What are my strengths?

How can I demonstrate them?

What are my weaknesses?

How can I improve them?

BLACK BELT ESSAY
Must write a full 1-2 page essay
explaining what the martial arts means
to you and what it has done for you.
Completed essay must be typed and double spaced. To
be turned in no later than Final Exam. We will read
from this during the Black Belt Spectacular.. “Speak”
from the heart. This should be inspirational to all.
Here are a list of questions to use to guide you in
writing the essay. Do not answer these as questions. It
should be in essay form. Parents, you may guide them,
but please allow them to write this themselves. We want
this in their words!
Important: Put some thought to this.
A section of your essay will be read by Sensei to all
spectators, make it special. Please answer the following
questions on a separate sheet of paper, typed in essay
form.
How and why did you first get started with SCS Martial
Arts & Fitness?
Please describe how you have changed in the following
areas since you began your training in our BLACK BELT
SUCCESS SYSTEM:
1. Physically 2. Mentally 3. Emotionally

Why do you feel you are now ready for promotion to
BLACK BELT?
What does it mean to you to be able to earn such a
highly respected rank in the SCS Martial Arts & Fitness
BLACK BELT SUCCESS SYSTEM?
What are some goals you would like to achieve in the
next 1 to 3 years? (Martial arts goals, as well as other
areas of life you’d like to share.)
Sensei Boyer strongly believes in Leadership by
Example with the Energy for Excellence. Please describe
the qualities you have seen in our Black Belt leaders
that have inspired you. Please use names and/ or
instances that may provide good examples.
Please share any inspirational quotes or philosophies or
messages that have impacted you and/or that you may
use to keep yourself motivated and inspired.
We would like to say ‘THANKS’ to you and your family
for your dedication and commitment to maintaining the
standards of excellence that we strive to attain through
the SCS Martial Arts & Fitness BLACK BELT SUCCESS
SYSTEM!
Please feel free to add any additional comments or
personal success stories you would like to share with us.

IMPORTANT STUFF FOR PARENTS
What is a Black Belt? https://teamscsdaphne.com/2018/03/11/a-black-belt-is/
Online Training Log https://teamscsdaphne.com/online-candidate-training-log/
Announcements https://teamscsdaphne.com/announcements
Other Candidate Stuff https://teamscsdaphne.com/2018/01/11/june-2018-black-beltcandidate-information/

IMPORTANT DATES

